
Notes 24th December

No SASIG events until 5th January 

Drawing Connections Between Security and Employee Personalities
https://www.isaca.org/resources/news-and-trends/newsletters/atisaca/2021/volume-43/
drawing-connections-between-security-and-employee-personalities?
cid=edmi_3000574&Appeal=edmi&utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign
=AtISACA_20211222&utm_term=article-drawing-connect-
security&utm_id=161694&sfmc_id=98399198

ISACA  European Insights newsletter to Chapters 
ISACA have produced a “European Insights” newsletter covering progress of EU Acts for  
Data Governance, the Data Act,  Digital Operational Resilience Act (DORA) and the AI 
Act
Ongoing Progress of EU Data Governance Act and the proposed EU Data Act

The EU Commission announced that the EU Parliament and the EU Council reached an agreement 
on the proposed EU Data Governance Act. The agreement is subject to final approval by both 
bodies. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_21_6428

In addition, the EU Commission also releaseda summary report on the public consultation for the 
EU’s proposed Data Act.

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/public-consultation-data-act-summary-report

Additional Resources:

· European Commission and AI

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-approach-artificial-intelligence

· CGEIT—Certified in the Governance of Enterprise IT

https://www.isaca.org/credentialing/cgeit

· DMM—Data Management Maturity

https://cmmiinstitute.com/dmm

Ongoing Progress of DORA  (Digital Operational Resilience Act)

The European Parliament’s Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee (ECON) adopted its report 
on DORA on December 1st. The report addresses many of the points ISACA raised in a position 
paper, especially when it comes to building cyber resilience through training, ICT security 
awareness and effective ICT risk management

Among the measures the European Parliament is pushing for, the report includes:

·On risk management, MEPs suggested an ICT risk management framework composed 
of strategies, policies, procedures, ICT protocols and tools to identify, prevent and protect 
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entities from anomalous activities considering significant differences between financial 
entities according to their size, nature, complexity, and risk profile.

·On oversight of ICT third-party risks, MEPs advocated for the creation of a Joint 
Oversight Body to directly oversee critical ICT third-party service providers.

· On reporting obligations, MEPs agreed that they should report to their competent 
authorities in a centralised and harmonised manner. One of the suggested options is to 
establish a single EU Hub for major ICT-related incidents.

· On operational resilience, MEPs put a strong focus on an effective response but also a 
strong recovery while imposing obligations on financial entities to conduct tests to identify 
weaknesses, deficiencies, or gaps in their digital operational resilience.

·On cooperation and information exchange, MEPs advocated for enhanced 
cooperation with the European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs), national competent 
authorities, the Network and Information Systems Cooperation Group (NIS), national 
computer security incident response teams (CSIRTs) as well as the Lead Overseer and 
Joint Oversight Body.

Next Steps:

The European Parliament will vote on this report as its position in Plenary in January 2022. From 
the Council’s side, they adopted their position on 24 November so trialogues should begin in Q1 
2022.

An In-depth Look at the AI Act

The European Commission published its AI package in April 2021, proposing new rules and actions
to turn Europe into the global hub for trustworthy AI. This package consisted of

· Communication on Fostering a European Approach to Artificial Intelligence;

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/news-redirect/709089

· Coordinated Plan with Member States: 2021 update

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/news-redirect/709091

· Proposal for an AI Regulation laying down harmonized rules for the EU (Artificial 
Intelligence Act)

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/news-redirect/709090

A key goal  of the European Commission’s proposal  for an AI Act is  to  build trust  among the
customers of companies using AI applications in Europe. ISACA firmly believes digital trust is a
prerequisite for citizens to fully reap the benefits of and remain secure within their increasingly
digital lives.

For such a multi-faceted sector as AI, ISACA proposes a unique approach to digital trust that
combines  auditing,  cybersecurity  and privacy;  and puts  people  at  the  center.  ISACA has
developed a comprehensive approach on how organizations can maximize and continuously
develop their risk management capabilities.

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/news-redirect/709090
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/news-redirect/709091
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The  European  Commission  supports  a  human-in-the-loop  principle  in  the  operation  of  AI
applications  and ISACA is seeking to  extend that  to  the requirements  imposed in  high-risk AI
systems.

In particular,  ISACA is focused on the provisions on a risk management system; data and data
governance; and accuracy robustness and cybersecurity.

A combination of CISA or CRISC with CET on AI would be a great mix for addressing the
auditing and risk management requirements. For an organization to be able to conclude on the
actual  risk  level  of  an  AI  application,  assurance  and  supervision  controls  are  necessary.  The
proposal correctly mandates that the risk management system for high-risk AI “shall consist of a
continuous iterative process run throughout the entire lifecycle of a high-risk AI system, requiring
regular  systematic  updating.”  This  is  particularly  apt,  given  that  many AI  systems can  change
themselves  during  the  lifecycle,  meaning that  their  risk  profile  can  shift.  Additionally,  the  Act
includes an obligation to set up a post-market monitoring system in a manner proportionate to the
nature of the AI and its risks.

Organizations placing on the market high-risk AI systems would thus have to implement an internal
audit system to help manage risk throughout the lifecycle of the system.

ISACA firmly believes that properly trained auditors will be a prerequisite to ensure that the
goals of the AI Act are met. It can be expected that the Act will create a need for qualified
auditors across the market journey.

ISACA forecasts that the requirements of the AI Act will create a substantial gap in terms of human
resources.  Such  a  gap  will  be  difficult  to  fill  via  the  more  traditional  avenues  of  university
education. Professional certification can be a quick, high-quality alternative that can help meet the
demand  for  qualified  staff  able  to  assess,  manage  and  mitigate  the  risk  associated  with  AI
applications. Certifications also provide the added benefit of being completely tailored to the user’s
previous experience, meaning that they allow for easier upskilling and reskilling of professionals
already active in the IT field, allowing for their redeployment into AI-focused roles.

The first step in this process would be the formal recognition of professional certifications within
the AI Act itself. In addition, companies, governments, and organizations will need funding support
to invest in the requisite training.

CISA releases Apache Log4j scanner to find vulnerable apps

https://github.com/cisagov/log4j-scanner
Steps to test
- Configure your own DNS Server - Preferred)
- Add DNS records to your domain. (example.com)
- DNS providers - (Interact.sh or canarytokens.org)
- LDAP Server (OPTIONAL)
- HTTP Service Discovery & Scanning

Log4J attack on local machine via Websockets    Blumira

https://github.com/cisagov/log4j-scanner


https://www.blumira.com/analysis-log4shell-local-trigger/
WebSocket requests are automatically loaded by browser - they  are not restricted by same-
origin policies like a normal cross-domain HTTP request and they expect the server itself to 
validate the Origin of the request. Widely used for port scanning and host fingerprinting

https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/96/materials/slides-96-saag-1/

2022 Predictions on How AI Will Impact Global Industries Nividia
https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2021/12/07/2022-predictions-ai-global-industries/?
utm_campaign=Artificial%2BIntelligence
%2BWeekly&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Artificial_Intelligence_Weekly_253

API security design best practices for enterprise and public cloud

https://habr.com/en/post/595075/?_hsmi=196060451&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8Apl-
LTyOCFpLPmJyt0KMc38cxCbvqZ7F1RPfRIGtGHCXmwGrpnxzutacTqIom_ZvdZwhgUTRQWq
BBvkj4ESXxv-GvOP5eYhoIfWLnLngtMS5EPH0

2021 Devo SOC Performance Report™

https://www.devo.com/resources/2021-devo-soc-performance-report/

Combating Synthetic ID Fraud in 2022
https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/combating-synthetic-id-fraud-in-2022-a-18165?rf=2021-12-
22_ENEWS_SUB_BIS__Slot1_ART18165&mkt_tok=MDUxLVpYSS0yMzcAAAGBgeY_zhBCq
NOtnZwtFPcUAmtpADveWc9_mTuFGjpGfcataaNJWsVdC8dek4poV-
stwgmT4__DweIv_kodWWH1G9n27cdiSMvrOZ88hpyS-G9Iug
2021 Synthetic Identity Fraud Report
https://www.fiverity.com/resources/sif-report-2021
FraudClassifier Model,
https://fedpaymentsimprovement.org/strategic-initiatives/payments-security/fraudclassifier-model/

Other Webinars

Logging as code  Log4J Version2 Acqua  On Demand

https://f.hubspotusercontent40.net/hubfs/1665891/1%20-%20Videos%20and%20Webinar
%20MP4/Aqua_log4j_Explained.mp4

Introducing Neo4j 4.4: The Fastest Path to Graph Database Productivity

Tuesday, 11 January  9:00 GMT | 10:00 CET 

https://go.neo4j.com/wbr-220111-neo4j-4-4-emea.html

Neo4j’s graph database empowers developers by giving them full control over how their applications interact with the database – 

including robust data pipelines, machine learning (ML) and AI, streaming data from sources like Kafka, and more 
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Dispelling the Myths and Misconceptions of Cloud Security

Palo Alto Networks | SonicWall | Trustwave | Crowdstrike | Towerwall

Available on demand

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/10903/514356

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/10903/514356
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